
Uno Pizzeria and Grill Celebrates National
Pizza Week with $6 Pizza Deals

NEWS RELEASE BY UNO PIZZERIA & GRILL

Participation and availability may vary by location and cannot be combined with other offers.

Check with your local location for details.

Uno Pizzeria and Grill, the iconic pizza purveyor, has lined up an historic week of pizza

deals in honor of National Pizza Week (January 9-16 , 2023). The restaurant offers

multiple varieties of pizza and each one is unique to its style. All are hand-made from-

scratch starting with the dough. The deals will feature their iconic Deep Dish pizza,

Chicago Thin Crust pizza and their new Detroit style pizza which debuted this year to

pizza lovers’ overwhelming approval. The pizza deals will be centered around a $6 offer

(limited-time pricing).

The deals are as follows:

On Tuesday 9/10, the restaurants will be featuring an individual Deep Dish

cheese or pepperoni pizza for only $6 (limit 5).

On Wednesday 9/11, customers can get an individual Chicago Thin Crust cheese

or pepperoni pizza for only $6 (limit 5).

On Thursday 9/12, they will be offering their newest pizza style option, Detroit

style pizza, for only $6. Regular size cheese and pepperoni will be the two

options available (limit 2).

Other pizza offers will available during the week.

 

“We offer long-standing favorite pizzas with our Deep Dish style pizza and our Chicago

Thin Crust pizza. We now have introduced our new Detroit style pizza to rave reviews

from guests. All of our pizza varieties are made with fresh ingredients and the dough for

all styles is still made by hand every day in the restaurants. We also offer fantastic gluten-

free and vegan options. We are very proud of all of our awesome pizza styles. Guests

can indulge in old favorite like our iconic Deep Dish or come and try the new member of

our lineup – Detroit style pizza. It’s a perfect opportunity to satisfy your pizza craving.”

Said Erik Frederick, CEO of Uno Pizzeria and Grill.
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About UNO Pizzeria & Grill

 

 

Based in Boston, Massachusetts, Uno Restaurant Holdings Corporation includes

approximately 80 company-owned and franchised UNO Pizzeria & Grill restaurants

located in 18 states, and the District of Columbia, India, and Saudi Arabia. UNO is all

about connecting people over pizza – from its famous Chicago Deep Dish, which UNO

invented in 1943, to its Chicago Thin Crust, to its gluten-free and vegan pizzas. The

Company also operates Uno Foods, a consumer packaged-foods business which

supplies supermarkets, airlines, movie theaters, hotels, airports, travel plazas, and

schools, with both frozen and refrigerated UNO branded products. For more information,

visit www.unos.com.
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Chris Dellamarggio

 

+1 339-613-7641

 

cdellamarggio@unos.com

 

Company Website
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